Johannes Wheeldon & Liz Suiter
303 Wheeler Rd
East Montpelier VT -05651
July 16, 2022
Subject: Kitchen Development
Dear Ms. Jenkins:
We are writing as involved community members to ask for a review of the process conducted by
the Development Review Board (DRB) related to the Kitchen Development planned on Wheeler
Road. We are a physician and an educator who have lived in East Montpelier for nearly ten
years. This year, land near our home was sold. The proposed development will build four houses
over the next six to eight years. While more housing is very much needed, we want to ensure it is
added in a responsible and respectful manner.
We have participated in two meetings with the (DRB) regarding the proposed development. Our
concerns have been minimized. Our questions have gone unanswered. Our suggestions were
mocked.
We have lost faith in the approach by the DRB. We are turning to you.
Although the development includes four new homes, each requiring a well and a new septic
system, the DRB has engaged the most limited review required under the Land Use
Development Regulations (LUDR). To date, the DRB has treated this 4-home development the
same way they treat a woodshed on Bliss Road.
We have not seen any documents related to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental impact assessment (LUDR Table 6.1 E, page 53)
How to minimize the impact to the neighbors of living in a construction zone for the next
6-8 years (LUDR 5.5 E, page 47)
The development's impact on the nearby wetlands (LUDR 5.6 D3, page 48)
The stormwater and erosion control plan (LUDR Table 6.1 E, page 56)
Flood mitigation strategy (LUDR 6.7 E, page 56)
Traffic impact analysis (5.5 C3, page 44 ; Table 6.1 E, page 53)

We asked the DRB to define the "character of the neighborhood," given its prominence
throughout the LUDR. Unfortunately, they have failed to answer that question.
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At the 6/21/22 meeting, the DRB suggested they would not apply conditions to the development
of this property over the next eight (8!) years. This means the developers can make any noise, at
any volume, at any hour, on any day, for however long they choose. They can shut down the
road, bring in heavy machinery at will, and focus on their interests without considering adjacent
property owners and their rights. This is not consistent with the letter or spirit of the LUDR.
The DRB suggests property owners reach private informal arrangements with the developers,
which the Town has no jurisdiction to enforce. While this is a neighborly way to conduct
relations, relying on informal agreements rather than formal conditions will inevitably lead to
breakdowns and disagreements.
We do not believe this hands-off approach is in the Town's or its residents' best interests.
Development in East Montpelier is inevitable and necessary. However, responsible development
requires respecting property owners, taxpayers, and voters. It means balancing the Town's desire
for development, with the aspirations of developers, without ignoring the rights and interests of
adjacent property owners. We believe divisive approaches to development will tear at the fabric
of this community.
We request that you review the process undertaken by the DRB to date and ensure the LUDR has
been followed and all the documents required have been provided to the Town and other
stakeholders.
We hope the DRB will be more respectful to other property owners in the Town of East
Montpelier who seek to minimize the adverse consequences of similar developments.
Thank you for your time,
Johannes and Liz
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